GINKGO BILOBA: A Cognitive Enhancer?

Much as there seems today to be a gene for every disease, and for every psychological construct, there appears to be an herb for every ailment. The use of dietary supplements and natural products to improve psychological functions is widespread throughout the world. In most cases, the use of dietary supplements to treat psychological disorders, or to augment normal functions, is based far more on folklore than on experimental findings.

Ginkgo biloba is an herb often used as an alternative treatment to improve cognitive functions. Like most herbal treatments, the use of ginkgo is poorly regulated by government agencies, on the basis of either its efficacy or its health risks.

This article reviews the experimental evidence available regarding efficacy, neurobiological actions, and health risks. Findings obtained in studies of humans often include demonstrations of rather mild cognitive enhancement. Interpretation of these findings is complicated by somewhat inconsistent findings, by experimental designs that do not permit identification of cognitive functions susceptible to the influence of ginkgo, and by the paucity of direct comparisons with other treatments.

The number of peer-reviewed reports of studies in nonhuman animals is surprisingly small. In this small set, the findings reveal mild behavioral effects that might be attributable to actions on cognitive functions. However, these experiments in rodents, like those in humans, do not involve the use of designs to assess ginkgo's effects on particular cognitive attributes, and generally do not include direct comparisons with other treatments. Interpretation of the findings is further complicated by evidence, obtained in such ill designed test.

In the United States, it is easy to use such treatments because the federal government regulates them relatively weakly, compared with pharmaceuticals. Advertisement and labeling claims are monitored, but there remain many sources that promote using herbal treatments for a wide range of maladies. The widespread consumer use of dietary supplements to
address psychological and other concerns warrants more attention to the efficacy of these treatments and to their possible health issues. Studies of both humans and rats, showing that a single administration of the treatment enhances performance on cognitive measures are not credible.

If ginkgo has effects on cognition, there should be effects evident on biological processes as well. Neurobiological studies have largely examined the effects of chronic ginkgo administration, mirroring the most common design in behavioral studies. However, the addition of findings that single administration of ginkgo may influence behavior directs biological investigations to short-term actions of the treatment.

Biological effects of ginkgo include vasodilation, protection of neurons from oxidative stress, and actions mediated by effects via neurotransmitters. Adverse reactions to ginkgo consumption have been observed but are relatively rare.

Collectively, the behavioral literature reviewed cannot be used conclusively to document or to refute the efficacy of ginkgo in improving cognitive functions. At best, the effects seem quite modest. In particular, it is questionable whether effects of ginkgo, if present, are equal to those obtained by administration of acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, hearing an arousing story, or ingesting glucose.

**Risks:** Even if they do not cause medical problems, they have real costs—money, time, and avoiding other sources of treatment. It is in this context that the present report examines the experimental bases for the use of ginkgo as a treatment to improve cognitive functions.

The use of ginkgo for biological and psychological purposes, including improving alertness, can be traced back for centuries in traditional Chinese medicine. Today, ginkgo is perhaps the most widely used herbal treatment selected specifically to augment cognitive functions. The use of ginkgo as a cognitive enhancer is especially prevalent in Europe. In recent years, ginkgo leaf extracts have been given the approval of the German Bundesgesundheit Association for treating dementia. In the United States,
the National Institute on Aging is currently supporting a clinical trial to evaluate the efficacy of ginkgo in treating the symptoms of Alzheimer's disease. Although the findings of the clinical trials will likely provide the best data from which to determine whether ginkgo affects cognitive decline in dementia, the purpose of the present report is to evaluate the evidence for and against the usefulness of ginkgo in enhancing cognitive and other brain functions in healthy, as well as impaired, populations.

The ginkgo tree (Ginkgo biloba), also known as the maidenhair or Kew tree, is the only living member of the Ginkgoaceae family. Fossils of the trees have been dated back as far as 250 million years. The ginkgo tree may be the longest living extant tree, and was referred to by Darwin as "a living fossil" (Major, 1967). It appears to have curiously strong resistance to a wide range of insect pests and fungi, a fact that likely contributes to its longevity.

The ginkgo tree is indigenous to Korea, China, and Japan. It is popular for lining streets and for parks, although its seeds are reported to give off a foul odor when ripe. The tree may grow to 40 m in height and may live for more than 1,000 years. It flowers for the first time when it is about 25 years old. The seeds, often incorrectly referred to as fruit, become fleshy and plum like, with a light green or yellow color. These seeds are usually about 3 cm in diameter and contain a two-edged edible nut. A wide variety of compounds is extracted from the seeds, leaves, and bark. The leaves are fan shaped, with bifurcated ribs, and glabrous.

Ginkgo biloba extract is a concentrate obtained from dried or fresh leaves in an acetone-water solution. A typical daily dose, and one used in many of the experiments, is 120 mg of dried extract in two or three oral doses. The extract, which is sensitive to light, contains a series of flavanoids.

Flavanoids include a very large group of natural plant products that are characterized by a specific chemical structure containing a series of carbon rings. The following flavanoids are found in the ginkgo extract: isorhamnetin, D-glucaric acid, anacardic acid, and kaempterol-3. Flavanoids appear to
be well absorbed following ingestion, with half-lives (i.e., the time at which 50% of the chemical remains in the body) of 3 to 10 hr.

Ginkgo also includes a set of bioflavanoid, a group of compounds that includes amentoflavone, ginkgetin, isoginketine, and bilobetin. The ginkgo extract also contains terpenes. Terpenes are a class of naturally occurring compounds that also include the active ingredients in catnip and marijuana plants. The ginkgo extract contains two different types of terpenes, the diterpenes, such as ginkgolide-A, ginkgolide-B, and ginkgolide-C, and the sesqui-terpene bilobalide.

GINKGO'S COGNITIVE EFFECTS in humans?

To date, there have been dozens of reported investigations of the cognitive effects of ginkgo in humans, as well as several reviews on the effects of ginkgo and other dietary supplements on psychological functions. Many of the primary research reports are in non-English language journals or journals with very restricted distribution, making assessment of the findings difficult. However, considering all the available evidence, one can fairly conclude that the drug can produce mild beneficial effects on various aspects of cognitive functioning, at least in some populations.

The majority of studies have involved subjects with cognitive impairment, typically a diagnosis of early Alzheimer's disease. In addition, a few studies have examined the cognitive effects of ginkgo in healthy subjects. Most of the evidence suggesting cognitive-enhancing capabilities of ginkgo involves a specific, standardized extract referred to as EGb 761, developed by Dr. Willmar Schwabe Pharmaceuticals, Karlsruhe, Germany (Oken, Storzbach, & Kaye, 1998).

Most of the experiments have measured effects using tests of learning and memory; less attention has been paid to other cognitive domains, such as attention processes. Moreover, because most experiments have used chronic or single-dose administration of ginkgo prior to testing the efficacy of the drug in enhancing cognitive functions, it is difficult to identify the cognitive locus of any effects demonstrated. The use of a post-training
design in which the treatment is administered after training, together with
demonstrations of time-dependent effects on memory, would address this
issue. When treatments are administered before training, in either chronic
or single-treatment experiments, improvements on measures of learning
and memory might reflect influences of ginkgo on sensorimotor, attention,
or motivation functions rather than on memory storage per se. In addition,
evidence suggests that ginkgo may be a treatment that can reduce anxiety in
rodents. Effects on functions such as anxiety are also likely to be reflected
secondarily on measures of learning and memory. It seems evident that
researchers need to pay more attention to selecting tests that tap different
and relatively specific aspects of cognition, as well as use experimental
designs such as post-training procedures to assess retrograde effects of
ginkgo on memory.

Studies of Patients with Cognitive Impairment

The overwhelming majority of published reports of ginkgo's effects on
cognition have involved patients classified as having mild to moderate
cognitive impairment. In general, these studies have found mild, but
statistically significant increases in performance on various standardized
tests of cognitive function after chronic treatment with ginkgo compared
with placebo. The published reports vary greatly in terms of critical issues
such as statistical power and control over experimental conditions, though
doses used have been similar.

Recently, Oken et al. (1998) provided a careful meta-analysis of this
literature. They evaluated studies meeting a conservative set of criteria,
including sufficient characterization of the Alzheimer's disease diagnosis,
use of a standardized ginkgo extract, and a placebo-controlled, double-
blind design. Oken et al. performed a meta-analysis of effect size on the
results of the 4 studies—of more than 50 studies considered—that met
these criteria. This analysis revealed a highly significant overall effect of
ginkgo compared with placebo. (Specifically, the analysis revealed that the
average effect size from the 4 studies was equal to approximately half the
standard deviation.) Each of these studies reported improved performance
on various standardized cognitive tests among Alzheimer's patients who re-
ceived ginkgo compared with those who received a placebo. Improvements were evident on tests involving various cognitive abilities, such as attention, short-term memory, and choice reaction time. Oken et al. further noted that the mean effect size for ginkgo determined by this analysis is comparable to that previously reported for the drug donepezil, which is currently the drug of choice for treating Alzheimer's disease. Donepezil acts by enhancing the function of acetylcholine neurons in the brain by inhibiting the catabolism of acetylcholine (i.e., it is an acetylcholinesterase inhibitor).

Despite these apparently encouraging findings, another recent, large, and well-controlled trial of EGb 761 (sponsored by its manufacturer) involving patients with a mild or moderate stage of dementia reported no "systematic and clinically meaningful effect of ginkgo" on any of the cognitive measures employed (van Dongen et al., 2000, p. 1188). Thus, beneficial cognitive effects of ginkgo on cognitive function in mildly demented patients remain possible, but unproven.

A critical question concerns whether ginkgo treatment actually improves cognitive abilities in Alzheimer's disease, or instead slows the deterioration of cognitive abilities. This question is important because it is not clear whether a drug that simply slows, and therefore prolongs, cognitive deterioration in diseases like Alzheimer's disease is helpful or harmful to a patient's quality of life. In addition, prolongation of deterioration is quite obviously an issue with significant social and economic consequences.

Regarding ginkgo, different answers to this key question may come even from a single study. For example, in a large and well-controlled study by Le Bars et al. (1997; included in the meta-analysis of Oken et al., 1998), ginkgo treatment either slowed deterioration, improved cognitive performance, or indeed had no effect depending on the cognitive assessment used.

According to one standardized cognitive assessment scale (the Alzheimer's Disease Assessment Scale-Cognitive Subscale; Fig. 1a), Alzheimer's patients treated with placebo slowly deteriorated over the course of the study, while performance of patients treated with ginkgo remained stable. According to
a second assessment scale (the Geriatric Evaluation by Relative's Rating Instrument; Fig. 1b), ginkgo-treated subjects improved by about the same amount that placebo-treated subjects deteriorated.

Fig. 1. Effects of ginkgo (EGb) on two cognitive measures in individuals with Alzheimer's disease. Changes in outcomes of individuals given EGb and placebo were compared using the Alzheimer's Disease Assessment Scale-Cognitive Subscale (ADAS-Cog; a) and the Geriatric Evaluation by Relative's Rating Instrument (GERRI; b). Note that lower numbers on the ordinate refer to better performance. Both measures show deterioration of performance in placebo-treated individuals. However, the ADAS-Cog assessment indicates EGb treatment resulted in stabilized scores during the 52-week test period, but the GERRI assessment indicates EGb treatment resulted in improved scores during the test period. (Adapted from Le Bars et al., 1997.)

Although to date most studies of ginkgo's effect on cognitively impaired subjects have employed chronic treatment (generally 120-240 mg/day over several months), at least one study reported effects of a single treatment with ginkgo.

Allain et al. (1993) examined the effects of fairly high (320 or 600 mg), single doses of ginkgo on performance in a task involving briefly presented stimuli and rapid information processing. The task consisted of repeated, increasingly rapid presentations of short lists of words or drawings, with an immediate free-recall test given after each list. In a within-subjects design,
the performance of 18 healthy elderly subjects described as having mild, age-related memory impairment was examined 1 hr after placebo or ginkgo treatment. The subjects' ability to recall rapidly presented material immediately after the material was presented was significantly increased after ingestion of ginkgo. The ability of a single dose of ginkgo to improve performance on this task opens the possibility that it is short-term, rather than long-term, biological actions that provide the bases for any effects ginkgo has on cognition. This issue is very important for understanding the mechanisms by which ginkgo might act on cognitive functions and is also very important in defining the conditions under which ginkgo might be effective. The effects of single treatments with ginkgo deserve much more attention than they have received.

It should be noted that ginkgo has also been reported to impair performance. For example, in a small (31 patients), placebo-controlled study, Rai, Shovlin, and Wesnes (1991) found that after 24 weeks of treatment, patients who received ginkgo were impaired in a digit-recall task compared with patients who received a placebo. Negative results for ginkgo, as for other treatments, are likely underrepresented in the literature. Reports such as the one by Rai et al. underscore the need for caution when assessing the cognitive effects of any drug, in particular one, such as ginkgo, for which beneficial effects may be desired by patients or investigators a priori.

Effects of Ginkgo on Cognition in younger, healthy subjects

One small study (8 subjects) assessed the effects of several doses of the ginkgo extract EGb 761 on performance on a battery of tests, including a test of the ability to hold information in short-term memory. Hindmarch (1986) reported that the highest dose tested (600 mg) improved performance only in the Sternberg short-term memory test, leading the author to suggest that ginkgo's effects are specific for memory processes. Also, Stough (personal communication, May 10, 2000) conducted two investigations involving approximately 80 subjects receiving chronic ginkgo treatment. Although these studies have not yet been reported in peer-reviewed journals, the treatment apparently produced significantly
improved performance on a few of the tests of cognitive function examined.

Two recent reports from one laboratory (Kennedy, Scholey, & Wesnes, 2000; Wesnes, Ward, McGinty, & Petrini, 2000) provide minor support for the view that ginkgo may have beneficial cognitive effects in younger individuals. Kennedy et al. used a cross-over design involving 20 subjects and three doses of a standardized ginkgo extract (GK501) and reported enhancing effects of the drug on an index of attention. Wesnes et al. studied "middle-aged" subjects (ages 38-66) treated with a combination of ginkgo and ginseng. They reported a significant effect of the drug combination on some indices of memory; however, the effects were not dose dependent, and of course cannot be attributed to ginkgo itself. Clearly, although there are some indications of potential beneficial effects of ginkgo on cognitive processes in healthy subjects, the available data do not as yet allow that conclusion to be made with certainty.

Finally, it should be noted that none of the potential effects of ginkgo on memory in humans reported to date are clearly attributable to direct effects of the drug on memory processes. In each case, indirect effects of the drug on memory via direct effects on other processes (such as arousal and attention) are possible, if not likely.

Animal Models

The evidence showing effects of ginkgo on measures of brain function, particularly when coupled with effects, though modest, on human cognition, suggests that there would be a wealth of information about ginkgo's effects on cognitive functions, particularly learning and memory, in nonhuman animals. Typically, a large number of studies with laboratory animals are conducted before many tests are performed in humans. Apparently, however, the reverse is true in the case of ginkgo; there are very few research reports in refereed journals examining the efficacy of ginkgo in improving learning and memory in nonhuman animals.

The high ratio of human to nonhuman studies may reflect two things—that ginkgo has been used to improve cognition in humans for centuries
and that ginkgo is a relatively safe treatment. As indicated by the few experiments available for review here, there is a clear need for basic science experiments in animals other than humans to clarify the efficacy of ginkgo in enhancing cognitive functions.

There are obvious advantages of improved experimental control and design features that can be implemented in studies of rodents rather than humans. Unfortunately, however, even within the small literature on ginkgo's effects on learning and memory in rodents, adequate designs are rare. Also, many of the reports showing enhancement of learning and memory in rodents appear in book chapters (e.g., Christen, Costentin, & Lacour, 1992), where there is often insufficient information about experimental procedures to evaluate the findings presented adequately.

An early study showed improvement of learning and memory in young adult mice trained to press a lever to receive food (E. Winter, 1991). The ginkgo extract EGb 761 was dissolved in drinking water at a concentration that resulted in a daily dose of 100 mg/kg; no other doses were tested. The findings showed that mice pretreated with ginkgo for 4 to 8 weeks learned the task slightly more quickly than did control mice. Although there were no treatment-related differences in food intake during the pretreatment period, weight change was not noted, and possible differential responses to food restriction imposed prior to training were not tested. Thus, it is difficult to determine whether changes in motivation, or in sensorimotor functions, might have contributed to the effects on acquisition of the task. Although a clear interpretation of the bases for these findings is not possible, this remains one of the best demonstrations of ginkgo's effects on learning and memory and offers the strongest basis for additional experimentation.

In an experiment with aged rats (J.C. Winter, 1998) that was subject to many of the same concerns, EGb 761 failed to enhance significantly performance on one variant of an eight-arm radial-arm maze task in which the rats underwent continuous training with different numbers of baited arms, but did enhance performance on a second variant of training in an eight-arm radial maze in which rats were required to make delayed non-matching-to-sample responses. In the latter task, four arms of the maze
were open and baited and the other four arms were closed during the first phase of each daily session. Then, after a 30-min delay, all arms were open, and only the previously closed arms were baited. Thus, for best performance, rats would enter only those arms not visited during the first phase of training on that day and would enter each newly opened arm only once. Rats treated with EGb 761 showed fewer retroactive (entries into arms open in the first phase) and proactive (second entries into now-open arms) errors.

In a recent study using a promising approach to the issue of ginkgo's effects on learning and memory, Wirth, Stemmeline, Will, Christen, and Di Scala (2000) found that ginkgo enhanced performance in young adult rats tested on an olfactory discrimination task. Either chronic (30 days) or acute (10 min before training) administration of ginkgo improved short-term recognition of a novel versus familiar odor. Similar, though more modest, effects were also seen in aged rats. These effects appear to be quite reliable, and further research extending this approach is warranted. For example, as the authors noted, the experiment does not permit attribution of the effects to either learning and memory or attention. Similarly, the possibility that ginkgo altered the rats' motivation to explore novel stimuli or altered olfactory sensitivity needs to be assessed. The comparable efficacy of chronic and acute administration of ginkgo in this test of short-term memory is analogous to that reported in humans by Allain et al. (1993). Confirmation that the effects of ginkgo can be attributed to acute actions will have important implications for treatment, as well as for understanding the underlying biological bases of these effects.

Another experiment examined the effects of a ginkgo extract, a ginseng extract, or their combination (Gincosan®) on memory for several aversive tasks (Petkov et al., 1993). The extracts, each at three doses, were administered orally for 7 days, ending 1 hr before training. The results can best be described as robustly erratic. The effects on shuttle-box learning were large for the low and high doses in young rats. None of the doses, however, enhanced young rats' learning in either a step-through or a step-down inhibitory avoidance task or in a unique swim task.
In single-treatment experiments with aged rats, with different doses used in different conditions, enhancement was seen at only one dose of each drug. Similarly, when combinations of drugs were tested, only a single dose and drug combination was effective in aged rats. Moreover, Petkov et al. did not report basic measures of how the treatments affected the rats' shock thresholds and activity levels, so it is difficult to interpret the findings. Ginkgo was also reported to enhance memory for passive avoidance learning in aged mice (Stoll, Scheuer, Pohl, & Muller, 1996). However, the only effect was to increase the latency to return to a shock compartment when tested 60 s after training, a result more likely reflecting post shock freezing than memory. No effects were evident on memory tests administered 24 hr after training. Pre-training injections of ginkgo also partially reversed scopolamine-induced amnesia for inhibitory avoidance training (Chopin & Briley, 1992), but again the authors offered no information about possible alterations of shock thresholds or loco-motor activity. Interestingly, the report of this experiment includes broad dose-response curves from which it is possible to compare directly the positive effects of ginkgo with those obtained with two cholinesterase inhibitors, tacrine and galanthamine, and the nootropic agent piracetam. The effect of ginkgo at its optimal dose was less than 50% of the effect of the cholinesterase inhibitors and about the same as that of piracetam. Thus, even if additional controls support the interpretation that ginkgo acts to attenuate amnesia; the effect is very small and substantially smaller than that obtained with other treatments.

Another experiment tested the effects of ginkgo on learning and memory in young and old mice, including an out-bred strain, Swiss, and two inbred strains, C57BL/6J and DBA/2J (Cohen-Salmon et al., 1997). Swiss mice received injections of ginkgo (EGb 761; 40 mg/kg) or saline for 10 or 24 days; training began after the 7th or 21st day of injection and continued thereafter. Analyses of errors made by the Swiss mice during learning in a shock-motivated visual discrimination Y-maze revealed fewer errors in the ginkgo-treated mice than in the saline-treated mice during initial training. However, these effects— after pooling across treatment duration and restricting analyses to the first 3 days of training—were very small in both young mice (approximately 13.2 vs. 12.5 errors in ginkgo vs. control conditions) and old mice (approximately 14.8 vs. 13.5 errors in ginkgo vs.
control conditions). In similar experiments with the inbred mice, ginkgo apparently impaired learning in young C57BL/6J mice and improved learning in DBA/2J mice.

Thus, there appears to be no clear and consistent pattern of results evident within or across the strains and ages. Moreover, whether the small effects reflected differences in sensorimotor functions that might have contributed to apparent differences in learning and memory was untested.

A recent experiment (Gajewski & Hensch, 1999) examined effects of ginkgo on maze training in only 5 mice, each tested on four different mazes. Whether or not the mice showed improvement under ginkgo cannot be distinguished because of possible differences in the maze versions and acquisition of general learning abilities (i.e., learning set) across tasks.

There are other behavioral actions reported for ginkgo that may have relevance for interpreting its effects on learning and memory. Ginkgo appears to reduce stress in rats, a property that is certainly important to consider in evaluating the acute and chronic effects of ginkgo on the acquisition of avoidance tasks. For example, several investigators, using several different models, have reported that repeated administration of ginkgo reduced stress in rats. Interestingly, some of these studies showed that ginkgo had no effect on learning in some tasks, for example, inhibitory avoidance learning (Porsolt et al., 1990) and cued and place versions of a swim task (Hasenohrl et al., 1998), findings that contrast with the results of some experiments described earlier. Altered stress responses at the time of training can themselves have very large effects on learning and memory, generally enhancing performance at moderate levels and impairing performance at high levels, in an inverted-U dose-response manner. For example, stress responses such as increases in circulating levels of epinephrine, glucocorticoids, and glucose have a very well characterized influence on memory in rodents, and similar results have often been observed in humans also. In particular, manipulations of stress responses can often enhance cognitive functions in aged rodents and humans (Gold, 2001; Korol & Gold, 1998).
Collectively, the set of findings regarding ginkgo's effects on cognition in nonhuman animals is perplexing in terms of both the paucity and the overall quality of the information available. Clear evidence for or against the possibility that ginkgo enhances learning and memory in rats and mice is not available at this time.

Biological Actions

If ginkgo has effects on cognition, there should be effects evident on biological processes as well. There are several classes of such effects that might contribute to ginkgo's putative enhancement of cognitive functions. Considering the findings by Wirth et al. (2000) that chronic and acute treatments with ginkgo have comparable actions on rats' performance in an olfactory recognition task, and the findings by Allain et al. (1993) that acute treatment with ginkgo can enhance some cognitive functions, the issue of whether chronic or acute biological actions of ginkgo are important remains unclear.

Physiology

In the cardiovascular system, ginkgo extract can stimulate vasodilation that leads to increased blood flow and lowered blood pressure (Shen & Zhou, 1995). Consumption of the extract may also be able to reduce plasma cholesterol levels. The ginkgolide B terpene is a potent antagonist against platelet activity factor (Smith, MacLennan, & Darlington, 1996) and inhibits platelet aggregation, thrombin activity, and fibrinolysis. The effects of the extract on bleeding and clotting, as well as its other actions on the cardiovascular system, could have both beneficial and detrimental effects on function of the central nervous system, for example, through differential consequences for development of occlusive or hemorrhagic strokes.

Antioxidant Properties

There is considerable evidence relating cell damage caused by free oxygen radicals to the aging process, a relationship often associated with the
neuropathology underlying Alzheimer's disease (e.g., see Friedlich & Butcher, 1994). Like substances found in many other plants, components of the ginkgo extract have antioxidant properties (Seif-El-Nasr & El-Fattah, 1995). Components of the extract can inhibit the activity of superoxide dismutase and monoamine oxidase, two widespread enzymes that contribute to the production of free radicals in the brain and body (Gsell, Reichert, Youdim, & Riederer, 1995). These antioxidant substances can scavenge free radicals that might injure neurons and thereby retard age-related changes in brain and other functions. These positive and often subtle protective effects of Ginkgo biloba extract on brain function and cellular health are not unique to ginkgo. Many different plants have been found to contain a large variety of flavanoids that exhibit antioxidant or anti-inflammatory properties. Recently, researchers have demonstrated that the flavanoids in red wine and chocolate can offer significant protection for both the brain and the cardiovascular system.

Ginkgo extract may also protect neurons from consequences of oxidative stress such as apoptosis (i.e., programmed cell death; Oyama, Chikahisa, Uehaa, Kanemaru, & Noda, 1996). The extract can attenuate the toxic effects of cerebral ischemia, or loss of blood flow to the brain, by rescuing neurons from the harmful effects of free radicals and by enhancing the function of important energy-producing systems. Treatment with ginkgo extract has also been shown to reduce the production of arachidonic acid, a particularly toxic by-product of lipid metabolism that appears in the brain following an ischemic episode. Impaired blood flow in the brain may underlie aspects of the memory impairment associated with normal aging. These actions may underlie the modest neuro-protective and cognitive-enhancing effects that have been attributed to this plant extract.

The diterpenes and sesquiterpenes, rather than the flavanoids or bioflavonoid, appear to be the main component of the ginkgo extract that is responsible for protection of brain tissue against brain injury due to reduced oxygen or blood flow. Although the flavanoids and bioflavonoid found in ginkgo extract do have anti-oxidative properties in vitro, they are not able to pass through the blood-brain barrier in sufficient quantity to reach an effective concentration to reproduce these effects within the brain. Therefore, the diterpenes and sesquiterpenes are probably responsible for any clinical effects. In particular, ginkgolide B and
bilobalide may provide the neuro-protective and anti-apoptotic effects attributed to ginkgo extracts.

Brain Biochemistry

Compounds contained within ginkgo extract have been shown to have many effects on brain function. Particular attention has been given to the actions of ginkgo and its constituents on the function of the forebrain's acetylcholine system. The extensive degeneration of this neurotransmitter system in patients with Alzheimer's disease may underlie their cognitive deficits. For this reason, numerous drug therapies have targeted this particular neural system. In order to function normally, acetylcholine neurons in the brain must obtain two nutrients—choline and acetyl—from the diet. The choline component of this transmitter is obtained from numerous dietary sources, such as lecithin, and the acetyl molecule is produced in the cell from glucose or other sugars. Acetylcholine-containing neurons absorb choline from the body via energy-dependent transport processes. The activity of this transporting system can be enhanced by treatment with ginkgo extract. Although ginkgo might be able to enhance the function of acetylcholine neurons by increasing the amount of acetylcholine that is produced, it is also possible that if these neurons produce more acetylcholine, they do not necessarily release more. This situation might be analogous to having gasoline in one's car without ever driving it anywhere. Thus, the functional consequence of increased acetylcholine formation is unclear.

Consumption of Ginkgo biloba extract can increase glucose utilization in the frontal and parietal cortex, areas of the brain that are important for processing sensory information and for planning complex actions. Glucose utilization is also enhanced in the nucleus accumbens and the cerebellum, brain regions involved in experiencing pleasure and controlling movement, respectively. Enhanced neural activity in these areas might underlie some of the cognitive changes reported by people who use this extract, such as enhanced vigilance, or its alleged antidepressant-like effects. Surprisingly, although ginkgo elevates brain glucose utilization and has positive effects on acetylcholine production in the fore-brain, the effects of ginkgo are not
associated with a significant increase in EEG (electroencephalogram) power, an indicator of general brain activity. Ginkgo biloba extract may also have indirect actions upon brain systems involved in stress, particularly upon the function of the neurotransmitter serotonin. Recently, therapeutic drugs have been designed to act upon a specific type of serotonin receptor known as 5HT-1A in order to reduce stress and anxiety, suggesting a potential neural action for ginkgo. Long-term stress has been found to reduce the number of these receptors in the brain. Chronic treatment with Ginkgo biloba extract attenuates this reduction; surprisingly, this effect is greatest in aged rats. The flavonoids components of Ginkgo biloba extract may have a greater effect on the function of the serotonin neurotransmitter system than do the terpenes. The anti-anxiety actions of ginkgo may also have an indirect effect on aging and the brain. Stress is associated with an elevation in the level of glucocorticoids in the blood. Some scientists believe that long-term elevation of glucocorticoids may underlie degeneration of the hippocampus, a brain structure that is critical for normal learning to occur. Ginkgo biloba extract may be able to reduce the stress-induced elevation in glucocorticoid levels. The anti-anxiety actions of Ginkgo biloba extract may be due to its ability to enhance release of the neurotransmitter GABA, or gamma-amino butyric acid. GABA is an important inhibitory neurotransmitter that is distributed throughout the brain. The activation of this system has long been a target of the pharmaceutical industry for the treatment of chronic anxiety. The widely used benzodiazepine drugs, including valium, librium, xanax, restoril, and many others, share a similar mechanism of action: They all enhance the function of GABA in the brain. Ginkgo biloba may act in a similar fashion. The effects of Ginkgo biloba extract on mood may also be related to its actions upon the norepinephrine neurotransmitter system. Enhanced activation of this system by standard tricyclic antidepressants has been shown to reduce the symptoms of depression, and long-term oral treatment with Ginkgo biloba extract has produced similar changes in norepinephrine receptor function. Once again, this effect appears to be more pronounced in aged than young animals.
Adverse Effects

Whatever its beneficial effects on cognition, ginkgo appears to pose few health risks, particularly at the doses typically used (generally 120-240 mg/day).

However, some complications have been noted. These include subdural hematomas and gastrointestinal problems. For example, as is the case with most plant extracts or medications, ingestion of ginkgo extract is sometimes associated with nausea and vomiting. In addition, some users experience increased salivation, decreased appetite, headaches, dizziness, tinnitus, and a skin rash. Large doses may lead to orthostatic hypotension, a condition of low blood pressure sometimes seen following abrupt postural changes, such as standing up after being seated; this effect may be related to ginkgo's actions upon cardiovascular function and blood pressure. Still, the general impression is that the incidence of serious adverse effects after use of ginkgo is quite low. Also, this incidence may be reduced further if and when optimal individual dose regimens for ginkgo are established.

CONCLUSIONS

Does Ginkgo Enhance Cognitive Functions?

This is the key question for which we hoped to find an answer. In general, the effects reported for ginkgo are rather small, the number of experiments is small, and the experiments are of uneven quality.

In humans, ginkgo may slow cognitive decline during dementia. This would be consistent with purported actions of ginkgo as an antioxidant and as an alleviator of some consequences of chronic stress. Interestingly, however, the two tests of acute effects of ginkgo on memory, one in humans and one in rats, suggest that this treatment may, like many other treatments, act on ongoing cognitive processes and not on chronic problems. If future research confirms that the main effects on cognition can be seen after acute treatment, and do not require chronic treatment, theories about the underlying biological bases of ginkgo's effects will have to be constrained.
by this evidence. Unfortunately, the literature is so small that significant issues such as this one cannot be adequately evaluated at this time.

Is Ginkgo better than other drugs or better than an exciting story or glucose-sweetened lemonade?

There are several treatments known to enhance cognitive function in humans and other animals. For most treatments, the demonstrations also include findings of enhancement in individuals with dementia. For example, donepezil and other acetylcholinesterase inhibitors have robust effects on learning and memory in rodents and modest though significant effects in humans; several acetylcholinesterase inhibitors have been approved for treatment of Alzheimer's disease. In an attempt to compare directly the efficacy of ginkgo with acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, a meta-analysis performed by Oken et al. (1998) showed that the mean extent of improvement resulting from ginkgo treatment was 10 to 20%, a value roughly comparable to the magnitude of improvement often seen in clinical trials with acetylcholinesterase inhibitors. In rodents, the one experiment with a direct comparison of ginkgo versus acetylcholinesterase inhibitors showed clearly greater efficacy of the latter treatment (Chopin & Briley, 1992).

The findings obtained with ginkgo, and with other treatments as well, should also be viewed in the context of other experiments showing enhancement of cognition by relatively simple treatments. For example, learning through an arousing story can enhance memory, apparently by activating endogenous stress-related hormones such as epinephrine (Cahill & McGaugh, 1998). In addition, epinephrine administered soon after learning enhances memory formation in humans and other animals (Cahill & Alkire, 2000; Gold, 2001). One mechanism by which epinephrine might enhance memory is by liberating glucose from hepatic stores, thereby increasing circulating glucose levels and increasing glucose available to the brain (McNay, Fries, & Gold, 2000). Glucose administered systemically to both humans and rodents has large effects on memory, including enhancement of cognitive performance on several measures in individuals with Alzheimer's disease (Korol & Gold, 1998). Thus, like ginkgo, a simple sugar can enhance memory.
Because of the differences in experimental designs used to test the effects of ginkgo and other treatments, it is difficult to make direct comparisons of efficacy. For example, on a verbal declarative memory test, glucose enhanced performance in young adult and healthy aged subjects by about 30 to 40% (for review, see Korol & Gold, 1998). In individuals with Alzheimer's disease, the improvement on tests of verbal declarative memory approached 100%, with smaller effects seen on other measures (Manning, Ragozzino, & Gold, 1993). The extent of improvement in these experiments is much larger than that shown with ginkgo. However, most experiments testing the effects of glucose on cognition in humans have used acute treatments and within-subjects comparisons, whereas most experiments testing ginkgo have used chronic treatments and across-subjects designs. Therefore, it is not possible to compare directly the efficacy of glucose and ginkgo. Establishing these comparisons is important in identifying not only which treatments improve cognition, but also which do so the best. This is one of many instances in which the heightened experimental control available in studies of rodents would be an asset to determine which treatments are most effective in improving cognitive functions. There is only one experiment, using rats, in which a direct comparison of ginkgo with other treatments was made (Chopin & Briley, 1992). More direct comparisons, in both humans and other animals, of ginkgo with other treatments are needed.

Recommendations

We began our survey of the literature with healthy skepticism but with a commitment to avoid prejudging the findings. We found evidence supporting the view that ginkgo enhances cognitive functions, albeit rather weakly and with considerable variability, under some conditions. However, our overriding impression after seeing the available studies is that there is not enough information to say that ginkgo does or does not improve cognition. There are enough positive findings, perhaps just enough, to sustain our interest in finding out whether ginkgo does improve cognition.